Summary of CPSC Actions
December 16, 2011

**Associate Degree Revision**

Physical Therapist Assistant Program

Proposing that OTPT-113 is to be a prerequisite for admission instead of an in program class. The Program Coordinator's signature is to be required to register for the course. The OTPT-113 class is to be moved from the winter to the fall semester, and OTPT-100 is to be moved from the fall to the winter semester. AHLT-160 is to be deleted.

**Class Size Change**

OTPT-113 Applied Anatomy

The class number of 39 in not accurate. This number reflects the total number of OTA (15) and PTA (24) students. Previously, the OTA program offered this class in the fall, and the PTA program in the winter. Labs for both OTA and PTA programs are now standardized at 15 in a lab with a total of 30 students in lecture.

**Committee Report**

November ACS

December DLAS

**Course Revision**

ACCT-210 Accounting Reports

The revision adds English and Accounting prerequisites to ensure students have the basics necessary to learn how to write effective accounting reports.

Prerequisite should read: ENGL-101 or ENGL-103 with a minimum 2.0 grade.

Pre or Co-requisite: ACCT-213 or higher.

OTPT-113 Applied Anatomy

BIOL-151 prerequisite for OTPT-113.

OTPT-114 Course Code Change

Change OTPT-114 to PTA.-114.

**Minutes**

November 2011 Minutes
**Program Revision**

**Reading Requirement for the PTA Program**

Change reading requirement from "Demonstrate at least an 11th grade reading level on placement test or complete ENGL-020 with a satisfactory grade" to "Demonstrate at least and 11th grade reading level on placement test".

**Seminar - 1st offering**

**MUS.-187 History of Rock & Roll**

This course will blend musical commentary into an historical and social framework as it traces the development of rock music from its roots in country and blues to the most contemporary trends. Students will experience firsthand the defining characteristics of rock styles and develop the ability to make connections between the popular music of yesterday and today.